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Hypermemo Ltd, a laser technology company from Joensuu, Finland, brings to the market the unique Glaser™ 

equipment for flat glass processing. The technology employs the patented innovation developed by 

Hypermemo, the Q-switched CO2 laser operating in the ns-pulsed regime with high pulse repetition rate. Due 

to the effective Q-switching, the laser has the record-high peak power and thus enables fast and accurate 

processing of various types of glass, including automotive and construction glass, with thickness up to 12 mm. 

The method developed by Hypermemo will transform the industrial glass processing. Being based on thermal 

stress cleavage principle, Glaser™ produces a mirror-like stress-free edge at one pass and thus combines 

several processing operations in a single machine. Glaser™ dramatically reduces the amount of waste, as the 

process generates no micro-sized glass chips. In addition, it does not require water for grinding purposes, as 

edge processing is no longer needed. Therefore, Glaser™ is a considerably more energy efficient and 

ecological alternative to existing solutions. Hypermemo's climate impact was found positive and significant by 

experts of Climate KIC, the Europe's largest public-private innovation partnership focused on climate 

innovation to mitigate and adapt to climate change. With the very decent yearly estimate of 60 000 tonnes of 

glass processed by our customers using Glaser™ machines, Hypermemo as a company has the potential to 

facilitate mitigation of more than 120 tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions per year already by 2030.  

At Glasstec Hypermemo will organize live technology presentations at its stand F67 in Hall 10. These 

demonstrations run daily at 11 AM, 1 PM and 4 PM. In addition, company’s COO Erik Raita will speak at the 

Conference event on Tue 20 at 11 AM.  

Erik Raita says that the company's most promising markets are currently in automotive and architectural glass. 

First pilots have already been successfully implemented with potential customers. The company strives to set 

up 2-3 commercial trials to be implemented and first commercial contracts to be closed in Q4/22.  

– We see Glasstec as a launch platform for our market entry. Here we seek partners who understand the 

transformative potential of our technology and are ready to move fast to validate the benefits and gain 

competitive advantages empowered by Glaser™, explains Raita. 
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